If you are not required to quarantine on arrival

Once you’ve completed your COVID-19 PCR test, you’ll be requested to self-isolate at home or at your hotel until you receive your negative result. If your test is positive, you will need to follow further formalities.

You must also take a COVID-19 PCR test on day 6 and day 12 of your arrival into Abu Dhabi.

Find out whether you are required to quarantine in Abu Dhabi

If you are exempt from quarantine, you must take a COVID-19 PCR test on day 6 and day 12 of your arrival into Abu Dhabi. Find your closest clinic at etihad.com/destinationguide. PCR testing in the UAE starts from AED 85.

If you are required to quarantine, you must take a COVID-19 PCR test on day 8. You’ll be notified of the date and location of your appointment by text message.

Explore Abu Dhabi and the UAE

If you have been in quarantine, your wristband will be removed on day 10 following your negative test result. Now it’s time to discover the best of Abu Dhabi. Book activities and experiences at etihad.com/holidays.

If you’re travelling to another emirate, you will need to follow the arrival procedures for that emirate.

Choose Well.

Your wellness will always be our priority. COVID-19 PCR testing is mandatory before every flight to give you the confidence to travel the world again. You’ll feel safe knowing that every guest flying with us has tested negative for COVID-19. Learn more about the steps we’re taking to make sure your journey is safe and comfortable at etihad.com/wellness.